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Ehpirical Measures of Press' Performance

---The belief- thatit--is possible to eapirleally-measuro press' perforlqauce

is not,.to ibe sure, universally held. The ptess product s complex.,, covering.
- ,S

a multitude of .topics and including many, types of content. Evaluating, that

product in terifls of community wants and ieeds as will as accepted -profess-.

,N
Tonal standards often seems insuperably difficult. Yet the benefits re-

.-

sulting from such measuFment argue strongly for attempts at overc
I

ming

the,probloms. 0/ -- .

iThe goal of media criticism, in my view, s not merely to identify

media failings after the fact or'serve as a referee for complaints against -

. .

news operations. There is considerable value in such activity,, to be sure.
. °

My view is that some of the media will improve as a result of such criticism:

,

It' seems to me, however, that the real-goal of press criticism is-

or at least ought to be --'to understand why the press fails and why it suciceeds.i

.,In other words, press criticism oughtito lead to a better understanding of

AI ,
, .

, .

press behavior. By, evaluating the press:we ought tecome closer to under-

statding.what it is that makep one newspaper or one.broadcast news operation_
._ .

.. .

.
better, than another. Press criticism ought

,

to help us understand why,the

press seems to perform better in soe situations or in covering certain kinds
.

r
-4

of stories than in others'. - \

/

.

To put it, another way, I thinqie need theories which specify hov.i the
...-----

4' s

p ess behaves or performs.. Such the4ies ought to specifywhich factors in-
.

. .

I

1

)

f uencel°Press behavior, and the ways iri'which such factors interact. TheotieS
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of this sort would he

' Delp uslatedict, And

4

.44

iprove the press t)e future.
11

Thiories, of Oure, are built upon obteXvatio

izations from that bsetvation. And they are verifi

' So a theory of presS performance, quite,simply, requi

4 t

based on the resent and the 'pa t.,'But they would,

hey wbuld al ow us to specift, at can be done to

11.

2..

They are general-.*

observation.

observation of

assification of

art of theory '

press performance.

_That doesn!t Mean,Illoweyer, that measurement--thetc

performance according to\sop iterion--is.hecessarily-a

construction and evacuation: is possible to have lase

measurement.' In the strict sense of the term, in,other wo

.

'

sible to be ettpirical without employing measurement. Mgas

. I

classification, of'performance isn't an'essentialliprt- of t

'press behavilor. .Only observation is ,essentials,
l i

,.

I

. 1

,

It is in the reection of measurement of social phenomena per se

that{ rejection of er4iriciSm in .i.tidyirig press behavior finds its most solid

Eh,

.
%,

defense. In other W4rds, thoseltwho would argue' that media behavior is immune , -

I

, .

ation witholit

V
ds, it is pos-

rement, or

eories of

4

1 to measurement must also rgue, to be consistent, that tfle performance of

other social institutions cannotjbe measured. kejection.of:measurgent of

press Performance Sets,

sociological measurembnt

is made' between social andpsycholOgical m

,

requir, iif my

general. And

view, a siOilar rejeetiop,of

nless some crucial distinction
..

measeerementiof

..7merit of 4pcial

-2;

""

press behavior also -deems

II

behavior in generalt

4.

asures, such a. rejection of

argue fOr rejection of measure-'

.
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Many, of course, take just

methodology, for example,'argue

ial feality (filstead, 1970).

3.

su h a position 'Proponents of a queli itive

tha measurement in and of itself distort soc-

.

$oci 1 retearcheruging empirical measures

.do not really observe the wortdeboutthemrqualitative,methodeleglitsargue.

They create a world in keeping with their measurement techniques. Absolutists

.
argue that no measurement of social phenomena is possible.

Whilcym sympathetic to the criticismof some sociological ands psycho-

logical, measures, I reject the notion that-measurement is inappropriate.

suspect thatmany of 'those who feet uncomfortable With empirical measures'o

press performance reject thenotion as well.

6

There is, of course, along tradition of empirical study of press

. ;romance under the rubric of bias research: Studizs of news play in the

coverage of*national elections, for example, were conducted as early as 1952
11:061;-7-

(Stempel, 1975). They now seem to, be a .fairly sfiridard part of election year

research programs.

In organizational research, in sociolojy and management, where performance

is defined as the composit goal-directed output of a group, empirical measure;
- ,

ment also is the norm (Wofford, Gerloff and Cummins,' 1977). Perfdimince of

business ventures, of course, are .regularly assessed in terms of the financial

stability they acquire through product output.

. (

These two research'examplei--Of bias in political news and of organize-
. ^ . .

tional output--represent two general strategies in measuring the performance

of compleX organizations: -The first strategy is to examine specific-organiza-

cial change inthetional output at' a ,given point in time--perhaps After,somec

environment of the organization. media research, this ofte means examining

1

1.0

3

ti

41.
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., . . ,

coveyge of a pecific event--such as an election or an element of the election--
.

, )
.

at a precise p int in timid The second strategy is more global. An attempt is'

made in such a alyseato4ssess overall performance of the organizati&I; not

..
i i

just performance in one iRecific area' at one particular time.
,

.

Global indices-, of course, can be based on a set of specific measures:.

IA newspaper performante najysis, for example, it would bepossible,te create
, ,

a global measure of a newspaptr's performanCe biased on observations of how that'

, ,

paper covered a variety of specific stories or story topics. A story on local

.
,

./
't 1

government, one on urban problems and another sports piece ate only a few of
.

r 4:

the many possibilities. For the most part, however, this strategy has sdt en

'employed in newspaper performance analysis..

Perhaps the'most coos problem encountered in performance analysis using

a specific measure -- or a global measure based on specific observations -rhas to

do with sampling. Any specific story or area chosen is but one of the many

ieces of noutput of a news organization., Campaign news, in the case Of much.
A

,of the bias researth,:i0ohly *draction of the news produced by the-press
.

during an election Perm, An evaluation 'of the whole media institution on the

..basis of the selected oftputis tenuous best.
0

I ,

Researchers emplo$ing specific measures, of course,
.

are.usually q4i.te

willing to admit that their,measure may not adequately r ct the overall
.c . . r

performance of the neXinstitution. Theroblem, however, istht Becauseirroblem, owever, ,a, c
.

ause
r

,

.

they have focused only Onekind of output, they arlenot able to specify

about news' media behavior which produces excellence -in one area whilewhat it'

not necessarily in. another. In otheli words; they can't provide much information.

which allows for an assessment ofthe linkbetween one kind emperformance and

another. The questio of .general performance as a'consequence remains quite a

(-

mystery.

41.
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A particular problem of specific measures df prets performance entalling

a judgment of biat also is worth noting,. As Rosengren (1977) has note , bias:
c

measures per se are lacking in a relevant standard of comparison., As a result,_

researchers must be aware of the possibility that the news event is, in reality, 0'

.

biased.,-On any given day in a pkitical campaign, lbr example, one candidate

may in reality have done more and said More than another. Balanced: news coverage

s.

of the campaign, Neasured solely in terms of inches devoted to the two candidates,

.

would be an inferior measure' of performance -- unless equality itself is the.solle

-go 1. .7.

4 1

Global measures of perf9rmance, of course, are not 1.4thout their problems.

Those Witch are not based on observationsr of performapce an specific tasks'runb

the risk, of measuring something quite distinct from actual present performance.

They may measure instead simple reputation or some others aspect of prestige.

Those w h aretbased on specific observations, as noted, encounter problems

- 1,

of representative sampling in making those obsergetions.

A. recent example of a global.measure of performance will serve to illustrate
t

the first pro5lem. It should be noted, however, that the researchers who used thiS

measure-- Johnstone, Slawski and Bowman (1976)- -did net consider it a measure of

Performance; bust rather of prestige or prominence of the news organization. There

.is 4 relationship between this measure of prominence and performance, I"think

most will agree, and others might prefer to think of it in performance terms.

I'm referring, of course,, to the n ional study of newspeople conducted in

1971 by the National-Opinion Research Center under'the-directio0 of the three

- cited sociologistsat the Univer'sity of Illinois at'Chicago Circle. Included

in the study was a question soliciting from respondents ,their nominations for
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2

tbrenewspapers or other news organizations which they considered to be

.
.

fairest and'mostdoreliable. It will surprise few of you to learn .that the
-------

.. .

New York Times topped the list with the most nominations. It' was f61 owed,

)

in order, by the Associated Press, the Washington Post, the Wall Street

,Jourpal and the UnitedPress International. The list will surprise few of-
.

you, I suspect, because you shave biher'evidence these are some of the best

news organizations in the-country. But they Lso. bave other character istics.

They are large. They are eastern. And they are the same live news 9rganiza-
_

,tions which the journalists said they relied on in their work. In other words,

'the.Johnstone, et al,, question seems -to measure Performance. But it also
.

. ,

.
1

measures. other things.
1Unspecifigd,global melsuret generally have that

- ,--.==-.,
%' . ( r

Val,:acteristic. .

,Perhaps the/ most creative recent attempt at, employing global measuies:

for media ins itutions .can be found in the published product ofthe New.England
. t

Daily Newspap r Survey project (Ghiglione, 1975)-: The measures are worth exaM:

ining in some detail because they lack thecommon -drawbacks of -most unspocified-,,---,'
-

global measures, yet they seem to overcome the problems of sampling associated
,

with global indices based bn sptefic behavior.

The measures I'm speaking of are included in the evaluative essays evaL

uators wrote about the 100 plus New England dailies. The evaluators didn't

assign pumbeis to the newspapers yr givethem a performance score,though they

could have. But they,did measure the papers in terms of selected criteria. A'
. -

separate oontea analysis of these essays by two of my students.and myself' has

produced a set of scores for these papers (Becker, Beam and Russial, 1978). I

reported to this. division on the reliability of these measures and the use,we

made ofthem in our secondary anjalyses a yearcago. g

8
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The New England Survey evaluators discussed their task at some length
.

,.. . ,....

.
. 1

, I,

before its undertaking. They debated the of relevant criteria of 4--- .10._

performance and considered various alter\natives. The essays they'wrote indi-e

s
cafe they hadn't reached complete consensus. But our content analysis of the

7.

4

t
t-ssays showed each evaluator discussed the following aspects f,press performance.

1. The existence ofvarious kinds of news ih the newspa er: Specifically,

the evgIuators1ooked for'such things as routin e coverage of meetings and
, . w

of!cal government activity, initiativeoeiavestigative pieces, hries pro-

iding local perspective on state, national ori:nternationa1"events, and

stories of'particular interest to minority groups. The observations were

based ;on examination of the the newspapftfor a six-week perioh4.

2. The thoroughness or depth of these stories. Some's:5f the copy pro-
, r

vided few details_ on important matters. Other coverage was more substantial.'

. , ,

- 3. The presentation of the news. Evaluators examined the photography,

typography and editing of the paper. They examined headlines tb see if they
/1

.

matched- the stori es under them. They also tiled to assess quality:or' writing.
._

'\,
a

in general.
. . . i .

.

4. The editOrial pave.' Evaluators commented on the amount of editorial'

space devotedo local, state and nationalissues, giving particular attention

to the use of "canned" or nonlocally written editorials. The evaluators also

.loOked for balanc6 in the use of columnists and other editorial materials.
.

.

In addition to these four areas, evaluators tried to assess the integrity

of the news operation. In doing this, they sometimes used data not obtainable

from the content analysis itself. For example, they talked whetr9ssible with
-

staffers on the paper's to learn how frequently copy was influenced by manage-'

ment. But they also did something'quite Omple. They, looked for puff pieces

9
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'Nor%

in the papers themselves. This wdt concrete evidence, the papereslid or did._

not write copy to suit advertisers or other local interests:

particularly stiking_dhout the New England_enelysis, it seems
,

ma ch information on press performance the.evalu*tors obtkinictto me, is how
S.

directly from a simple content 'analysisof the newspapers'.. In my opinion,
,.

.
. ' f

,

they developed measures of performance which weresensitive to Community'

. $

needs'yet reflectiye of existing professional' standards.

These measures; to be sure,, can be-improved upon. In the-first place,

the evaluators could easily ha%re done more counting. Their measures were-
.%

1-'

'empirical, to be sure.+-They were based on obseiaration of the press product.

8.

And they did empl9y criteria, leading to judgments. The judg;ents, however;
is

.were not stilted in very precise terms. Numbers.are precise. I think it is
,

. .. __..-4,... .., . ,.. 1_,

".
.

'a shame the evaluators didn't rely on tilem more. They could have counted1the.
.

numbeT of locally,produOd editorials and presented heir data on "canned"

vs. locally-written editorials as a ratio. They could have counted the number_

of "puff" pieces. wThey'could have coUnt4qhe number of erroneous headlines
. .

' or typesetting mistakes. THat wouldAave.4made the content analysis bf.the

essays performed by my. two colleagues and I unnecessary. And it would have

1-

helped us learn eVen more from the New Eftgl.and project.-

ThoNew Englug:vey.meosures of performance were global. They were ,

based on the day-to-day operations of the newspapers to'see how the papers

performed under a variety of situations. By using a period of this length,

the project desig eiAveided many of the Problems of sammiing.inherent in

the specific indices discussed earlier. But they also lost, quite simply,

specificity'.

er
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. Perhaps the ideal measure of performance . would include both,global
.

indices of the sort constructed in the New England project and mor, specific

measures of the type most often employed,in bias analysis. Il otbe
,

words,

newsews media coverage of a specific story or sample of stories courld b ex-
. 1 I

amined in detail. Information obtained from these specific analyses ould

be c ombined with the more global infoikatiou to better measure performance.

Perhaps the ideal measurOf performance also would include inf
A

on the operation Of thenews Institution in the'past ta guard against Ping

problems. These data could-be from working journalists and others

knowledgeable about the area's media. fn other wards, reputatioal measures-
.

of.performance might be included as well.
_

I think community leaders and non- leaders *alike ha4e impOriaUt informa-
1

tion on press performance. Neither ought to be idlred as potential contribu-
.

' tors to the ideal measure of performance.,
t

The awards giventhe media institution under study - -by professional

groups and community organizations -alsotell the evaluator something'atout

the institutions under stud: #.
-

/a
f

I
I

In constructing our meal performance measure, I thilikWe need to be
''

,

.sensitive to thd poblem of,a.proper standard., There are,pme,41Mes objective

e criteria for inferring what the preis ought to be covering. Funkhouser's

(1973) analysls of trends' in media coverage In the 1960s is! particularly

. .
. ]

( suggestive h4re.. That analysis examined trend's irimedia coveragef various

.. .

, f

-4
issues during the period and comparedOlhose'rrends to available statistics,

on development of the real-woOld phenoqpnon itself., Coverage of ,the Vietnam

Ur, for example, was compared with anWobjective indicant of the war's
f'
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. magnitaeTRImpOret of trqppe an Southeast Asian'couritry--to: see how 711 the
,,. ----e- :Or. .

-,-,, - kx

4,aterittle iefled S

to'.

the war's. development. The conclusion funkhduser reached

'

. , -
t' ,

`.4116FZghit41964Aircoef/g.and real events were,fai: ftomperfecay matched.t

measure of press performandeT-to-summari24, would-include":
11

iefOrmation-on the way specific'news events are covered,information on the

4

t / / I

day-to-day operations of the press, as well ps information on the meas.

.

instiiption's,past performance. -Ae inArmation would-be precisely gathered
,

.

and assembled: And'it would make comparisons wherever posisible to'real worlda° '

,

..,
.

Igeasulks f prsss performance-are pot sufficient for the, kinds of
,.

.

.0. -4.
1 111

theory testing 'Ie callpdsfor,here. -Sensitive iceasures af appropriate
- .

Am..,
) . .

independent variables-wboth'from the community in:which the press institution
k t

. .

operates and of characteristics of the mediaOiganizatign itself"-are still
. ,

necessary.' It seems, however, the prespetforMance inesuOs areithe ones
4

most in need ofour attention at present.
.. ....- .. -14P'

.

<-
.

The valilie of the kinds; of theoiles which willsdeyelop from this

empirical wOric2

.
. - .

seems-to me, is that they can help change the stance...

z
.

. .
. .-.)-

'

... . . ,

'of the press cr tic. Good theories aklow_fortotrective preicriptions.

11110,

That, it seems, .to me, is what press criticism is all about...,

4
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